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Background

Service Reservoirs (SRs) are a crucial component of Drinking Water
Distribution Systems (DWDS) which provide storage and balance water
demands and supply (Figure 1).
These infrastructures are affected by variety of factors which can impact their
integrity and contribute to the degradation of water quality (Table 1).
Water utilities have a need to monitor the conditions of SRs and carry out
maintenance activities without causing disruptions in the supply service and
preserving water quality.
There is currently a knowledge gap regarding the proactive management of
these assets and maintenance is carried out on a purely time-based system.

Table 1 – Summary of the main issues which impact SR integrity, classified by type. Most problems are interlinked and share common root causes of failures and consequences, hence there is a need
to understand how to assess SR performance.

Aims

Preventative 
maintenance

Laboratory
trials

Historic data 
analysis

Online 
monitoring

Assess SRV 
performance

Identify 
causes of 
failure

To understand what information can be extracted by monitoring a 
variety of parameters at SRs.

To monitor water quality at the inlet and outlet of SRs in order to 
understand how to assess SR performance.

To develop a preventative maintenance framework to support 
maintenance decisions at SRs.

Typology Problems Causes Assessment

Design and operation

• Physical degradation
• Poor water mixing
• Long residence times
• External contamination

• Infrastructure design
• Construction flaws
• Ineffective maintenance
• Loss of information

Review of original design and as built 
information. Evaluation of inspection 
records.

Physical

• Formation of breeches
• Leakages and loss of volume
• Dead zones
• Sediment accumulation

• Infrastructure age
• Poor water mixing
• Climatic conditions
• Ineffective maintenance

Monitoring flow and levels, turbidity, 
conductivity. Carrying out routine 
inspections.

Chemical

• Depletion of disinfectant
• External contamination
• Corrosion
• Leaching of components
• DBP formation

• Long residence times
• Improperly sealed openings
• Use of solvents for reparations
• Water temperature

Monitoring disinfectant and coagulant 
residuals, DBP concentrations.

Microbiological
• Pathogen contamination
• Biofilm formation
• Nitrification

• Long residence times
• External contamination
• Water temperature
• Poor water mixing
• Low disinfectant residuals

Microbial water quality monitoring.

Building the blocks 
towards SR 

preventative 
maintenance!

Figure 2 – Time series analysis of bacteriological data monitored at the inlet and outlet of a SR
site using an optical imaging sensor (Bacmon). The distribution of significant peaks shows the
presence of significant outlet bacteriological peaks which are unrelated to previous inlet peaks,
suggesting that the storage tank might be acting as a source of water contamination.

Methodology

Next steps

To understand which is the best combination of parameters and instruments
to monitor SR performance, laboratory trials will be carried out using a variety
of real-time water quality technologies.
Year-long sampling campaigns and field work at selected SR sites will take
place to generate information on how to effectively assess SR performance
and recognize their maintenance requirements.
Develop a decision-making framework to support maintenance decisions at
SRs, based on progressively more detailed levels to inform SR operation.

A methodology has been developed to achieve the aim of SR preventative
maintenance, based on steps which progressively build the necessary
information. Figure 2 shows, for example, what information can be extracted by
microbial water quality monitoring at the inlet and outlet of a SR.
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Figure 1 – Layout of a DWDS and its main components.

Chris Kilsby
What parameters can be measured real time nowadays? E.g. can Bacmon pick up faecal coliform, and what about Cryptosporidium?

Clervie Genevois
Hello Chris,

Thank you for your question!

The Bacmon (of which you can see a sample of data I have analysed in this poster), is an optical imaging sensor which basically scans a water sample using a microscope and takes pictures at a specific angle to capture the volume of water in the flow-cell, these pictures are then compared with a fixed set of parameters such as size, shape etc. to determine whether they are bacteria or non-bacteria particles. So, while it does not provide a specific classification of the bacteria, presence of E.coli or Crypto would certainly be picked up as bacteria (while on the other hand, small particles of suspended solids would result as non-bacteria).

With regards to your wider questions, this really opens a vast discussion! There are many parameters that can be monitored real-time, and there has been a great development of various technologies. Obviously, what you choose to use strongly depends on the application you are interested in. For bacteriological water quality monitoring there are, for example, online flow cytometry instruments which provide precise cell counts, or instruments based on ATP (the firefly enzyme) which indicate microbial activity in proportion to the light generated by a chemiluminescent reaction. Personally I think one of the most promising technologies for real-time microbial monitoring at SRs is fluorescence spectroscopy, because while it does not directly measure bacteria concentrations, measuring the intensity of peak C and peak T you can gain knowledge of both microbial and organic matter presence in water. Other parameters that can be monitored real-time are the more traditional physio-chemical parameters such as turbidity, chlorine, conductivity - there are monitors which allow for example to connect various sensors to a single bus, so that you can track multiple parameters at once.

As I mentioned this is such a vast topic, I hope to have at least partially answered your questions!


